Complaints Against Family Physicians Submitted to Disciplinary Tribunals in the Netherlands: Lessons for Patient Safety
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ABSTRACT

PURPOSE We analyzed the disciplinary law verdicts concerning family physicians, submitted to the Dutch disciplinary law system, to identify domains of high risk of harm for patients in family practice.

METHODS The Dutch disciplinary law system offers patients the opportunity to file complaints against physicians outside a legal malpractice system, without possibility of financial compensation in case of verdicts in which the physician was found to be at fault. We performed an analysis of 250 random disciplinary law verdicts on Dutch family physicians submitted to disciplinary tribunals and published between 2008 and 2010. Our analysis focused on clinical domains represented in the verdicts with serious permanent damage or death.

RESULTS Of the 74 complaints with a serious health outcome, 44.6% (n = 33) were related to a wrong diagnosis, 23.0% (n = 17) to insufficient care, 8.1% (n = 6) to a wrong treatment, 8.1% (n = 6) to a late arrival at a house visit, 5.4% (n = 4) to a late referral to the hospital, and 1.4% (n = 1) to insufficient information; 9.5% (n = 7) consisted of other complaints. The wrong or late diagnosis-related cases mostly consisted of myocardial infarction and stroke (35.1%) and malignancies (33.7%). The family physician was disciplined as a result of 37 of these 74 complaints (50%). Logistic regression analysis showed that a serious outcome was associated with a higher probability of disciplinary measures (B = 0.703; P = .02)

CONCLUSIONS The disciplinary law system in the Netherlands differs fundamentally from a legal malpractice system. It can be used to learn from patients’ complaints with a view on improving patient safety.


INTRODUCTION

Since the publication of the landmark report To Err is Human in 1999, patient safety has received considerable attention worldwide, although this attention has been focused mostly on hospital care. In countries with a strong primary health care system, such as the Netherlands, patients receive most of their medical care in family practice. In the Netherlands all citizens are registered with a family physician, who provides care for a full range of medical conditions across an extended period of time, including care of chronic and complex diseases. Improving patient safety is therefore essential in family practice settings. About 95% of all health problems are managed within the family practice setting. In 2002, Dutch family physicians had a total of 61.4 million patient contacts. A recent Dutch patient record study of incidents related to patient safety in family practice showed that incidents do occur, but the study did not identify incidents with serious harm. Other studies of Dutch disciplinary law verdicts have found that preventable patient safety incidents with major
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METHODS

Dutch Disciplinary System

The system of disciplinary proceedings differs from country to country. In the Netherlands disciplinary law was introduced for physicians in 1928. The goal of disciplinary law is to guard and improve the quality of health care, to protect patients from incompetent and careless behavior, and to enhance public trust in the medical profession. Dutch disciplinary law differs from a malpractice system in that the patient does not receive financial compensation if the physician is found to be at fault. All family physicians are obligated by law to participate in the disciplinary system. The number of filed disciplinary law complaints has increased every year. In 2009 there were 1,496 complaints, of which 237 were related to family physicians.

Every family practice is also obligated to have a system for patients to file complaints, which are then taken care of within the practice. A third option is to file a malpractice claim at the civil courts in the Netherlands. To our knowledge, however, no detailed information is currently available for the number of complaints or malpractice claims that are filed yearly against family physicians. Although it is possible to file complaints using more than one system, we focused only on complaints filed at the Dutch disciplinary tribunals.

There are five disciplinary law tribunals in the Netherlands where anyone who has been in the care of a physician (either as a patient or as a patient’s relative) can file a complaint. In some cases the Dutch health care inspectorate can also file a complaint. The complaints must be addressed to an individual physician (that is, not to a hospital or family practice facility) and filed within 10 years after the act or omission. The tribunal has 5 members: 2 lawyers and 3 members from the same discipline as the physician under judgment.

The tribunal reviews the complaint according to the standard given in Dutch law: any act or omission by a physician directed at a patient, or the relative(s) directly involved in a patient’s care or support, that went contrary to what is considered appropriate by the medical profession. After a tribunal verdict, it is possible to file a high appeal at a central disciplinary tribunal.

Before a formal meeting, the disciplinary tribunal researches the nature of the complaint. If a complaint appears to be justified, a copy of the complaint is sent to the defendant with a request for a written response. The plaintiff can file a second statement in reply to the defendant’s response. If necessary, the disciplinary tribunal can ask for additional information from, for example, other health care workers involved. After this information is collected, the tribunal asks the plaintiff and defendant for a private hearing. This hearing is not mandatory, but it can be used to seek a resolution between the plaintiff and defendant. If the case is not resolved, the complaint is submitted to the disciplinary tribunal for further review. The disciplinary tribunal reads the written statements, at which time either they can find the complaint inadmissible and reject it, or they can accept it for a formal review. If the tribunal rejects the complaint, this verdict is always described in a motivated report.

If the tribunal accepts the complaint, a public hearing takes place. At the hearing both parties have an opportunity to explain their positions further. The tribunal can request additional information from the defendant or the plaintiff. If the parties have experts or witnesses, they are also heard. The tribunal then passes a written judgment and publishes the verdicts anonymously online. Each week a verdict of interest is published anonymously in a medical journal with a commentary by the Dutch health care inspectorate.

The complete process, from filing a complaint to the judgment, usually takes between 1 and 2 years. If the physician is found to be at fault, a number of disciplinary measures can be imposed, ranging from a warning or a reprimand to a fine (up to a maximum of €4,500, which is paid to the state) or temporary or permanent suspension from practice. The more severe sanctions are rarely imposed.

Study Design and Sample

Our study was a retrospective analysis of the disciplinary law verdicts in family practice published anonymously on the Internet (http://www.tuchtrecht.nl, and since January 1, 2010, http://www.tuchtcollagegezondheidszorg.nl). These extensive reports, which contain full descriptions of the complaints and the judgments (or acquittal), as well as the underlying considerations of the verdict, provided the data for the
study. By searching these 2 Web sites, using the search term *Huisarts* (family physician), we were able to collect 250 most recently published disciplinary law verdicts for family physicians. We decided on 250 cases by consensus, as we anticipated that we could analyze this number of cases within the time frame of the study, and 250 verdicts would present a sufficient variety of medical errors and sanctions. The verdicts were dated from July 2008 until October 2010. To avoid duplicate verdicts, only original verdicts were collected (not appeals to the central disciplinary law college). The Medical Ethics Committee of the Radboud University Nijmegen Medical Centre approved this study.

**Data Extraction and Analysis**

The published reports of the disciplinary law verdicts were read and descriptively analyzed by 2 physicians (C.H., S.G.), who abstracted the following information: classification of complaint, the diagnosis when applicable, the health outcome for the patient, and the verdict given by the tribunal. We used the classification types described in the disciplinary law verdicts annual report, and when in doubt about the classification, consensus was sought and reached easily. We used the following definition for a patient safety incident: “an unintended event during the care process that resulted, could have resulted, or still might result in harm to the patient.” If a patient safety incident (avoidable error) occurred, a verdict resulted in disciplinary measures by the tribunal, because the family physician involved performed an action below the professional standard. Not all avoidable errors resulted in health consequences for the patient, however. We paid special attention to the complaints with serious health outcomes and used logistic regression models to find significant differences between the type of complaint, the health outcomes, and the percentage of negligence verdicts. For example, we checked the relation between the severity of the health outcome and the verdict.

**RESULTS**

Our study included 250 disciplinary law verdicts of family physicians from approximately a 2-year period. The verdicts were spread equally across the 5 different regional tribunals; 125 complaints (50.0%) had been filed by the patient, 108 (43.2%) by a family member, and 3 (1.2%) by the health care inspectorate. In 14 cases (5.6%) the type of file could not be retrieved. Of the complaints 172 (68.8%) resulted from medical care during the daytime and 45 (18.0%) from after-hours care (evenings, nights, and/or weekends). There were 14 (5.6%) cases filed against family physicians who were employed elsewhere (e.g., military base or prison); in 19 cases (7.6%) the location where the patient had been treated could not be retrieved. A total of 28 (11.2%) complaints were rejected or found not applicable by the tribunal at the time of filing and did not result in a hearing.

**Type of Complaints**

Sixty complaints (24.0%) were related to a wrong diagnosis, 54 (21.6%) to insufficient medical care, 23 (9.2%) to wrong treatment, 18 (7.2%) to a too late referral, 15 (6.0%) to an incorrect statement or declaration, 14 (5.6%) to violation of privacy, 14 (5.6%) to not showing up or showing up too late at a house visit, 6 (2.4%) to provision of insufficient information, 5 (2.0%) to impolite behavior, and 2 (0.8%) to inappropriate patient contact; 1 complaint (0.4%) was related to the billing for the treatment, and 19 (7.6%) were for other reasons. For another 19 cases (7.6%), it was impossible to identify the type of complaints (Table 1).

**Consequences for Patients**

In 71 cases (28.4%) there were no health consequences for the patient involved, in 37 cases (14.8%) there was small harm, and in 46 cases (18.4%) there was medium harm. In 25 cases (10.0%), however, there was severe harm, and in 49 cases (19.6%) the patient had died, for a total of 74 cases for which there were serious outcomes (severe harm or death). In 22 cases (8.8%) the health consequences remained unknown.

**Verdicts**

One hundred thirty-four cases (53.6%) were suspended, 18 cases (7.2%) were declared not applicable, 9 cases (3.6%) were withdrawn, and 1 case (0.4%) was not further pursued by the plaintiff. In 88 cases (35.2%) the family physician was disciplined. Of the 88 negligence verdicts, 69 resulted in a warning, 11 in a reprimand, and 2 in a temporary suspension from practice. In 6 cases no disciplinary measure was given. All inappropriate patient contacts (100%), violations of privacy (64.3%), and an incorrect statement of declaration (53.3%) resulted in disciplinary measures. Some of these categories, however, contained only a few complaints (Table 1). Logistic regression analysis showed that a serious outcome was associated with a higher probability of disciplinary measures ($B = 0.703, P = .02$).

**Complaints With Serious Health Outcomes**

Of the 74 complaints with a serious health outcome, 44.6% ($n = 33$) were related to a wrong diagnosis, 23.0% ($n = 17$) to insufficient care, 8.1% ($n = 6$) to a wrong treatment, 8.1% ($n = 6$) to a too late arrival at a house visit, 5.4% ($n = 4$) to a late referral to the hospital, and 1.4% ($n = 1$) to insufficient information given. Other
complaints accounted for 9.5% (n = 7). Analysis showed that the diagnosis-related cases consisted mostly of cardiovascular diseases (35.1%) and malignancies (33.7%). Logistic regression analysis showed that wrong treatment (B = –1.181; P < .03) and insufficient treatment (B = –0.978; P < .01) had a lower probability for serious harm when compared with a wrong diagnosis.

DISCUSSION

Main Findings

In our quest to improve the medical care we provide, our mistakes can teach us as much as our successes. One would imagine, therefore, that data from malpractice claims and disciplinary proceedings would prove to be easy pickings. Our findings must be interpreted within the context of the approximately 60 million contacts between patients and family physicians every year in the Netherlands. It is difficult to draw conclusions from a small number of verdicts. This study shows that disciplinary law verdicts for family physicians cover a wide range of complaints, with wrong diagnosis and insufficient medical care being the largest categories. In 74 cases a serious health outcome occurred, of which 37 were assessed as avoidable harm by the disciplinary tribunals. The most serious health outcomes, permanent disability or death, were related to a wrong diagnosis.

Table 1. Description and Number of Complaints (N = 250)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type and Example of Complaint</th>
<th>Complaints</th>
<th>Complaints With Physician at Fault</th>
<th>Complaints With Serious Health Outcomes</th>
<th>Complaints With Serious Health Outcomes and Physician at Fault</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wrong diagnosis: allowing cycling, when a hip fracture was diagnosed later; diagnosing influenza in a patient with meningitis</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient medical care: family physician diagnoses myocardial infarction but does not stay with patient until ambulance arrives, and patient dies of cardiac arrest before ambulance arrives. No referral to a urologist in a male patient with recurring urinary infections</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrong treatment: giving amoxicillin to a patient with known allergy; wrong type of lithium</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referral too late: missing of a malignancy (metastatic) in a patient with lower back pain; missing of a breast carcinoma</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect statement or declaration: family physician gives an incorrect statement to the police about violence within a family; family physician gives incorrect information about the husband in a child abuse case</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violation of privacy: family physician notes down medical information about patient in letter to her ex-husband; family physician gives the medical record to a family member without permission</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not showing up, or too late at a house visit: family physician refuses a house visit for a patient with (as later shown) a stroke; family physician refuses a house visit because patient lives too far away</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient information: eg, family physician did not give information about side effects of corticosteroid; family physician refuses to talk to a patient</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impolite behavior: family physician refuses to lift fallen patient, fire department had to come; family physician shouts at a patient</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inappropriate contact with patient: sexual relationship with a patient</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrong billing: patient found billing too high</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impossible to identify the type of complaints</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Differences Between the Dutch Disciplinary Tribunal System and the US Malpractice System

The Dutch disciplinary system has no potential financial benefit for patients involved—the main objectives are to learn from mistakes and improve the quality of health care. In comparison, the principal objectives of the US medical malpractice system are to compensate patients injured through clinician negligence and to deter future negligent actions. The Dutch disciplinary system offers an opportunity to file complaints against family physicians without the burden of large financial penalties for the health care system involved. In addition to the disciplinary tribunal system, a party can file
a negligence claim in civil court; however, the number of these procedures involving family physicians is not publicly known. Research suggests that for Dutch hospitals there are few claims when compared with the hospitals in United States, and the number of claims in the Netherlands did not increase significantly during the last decades.15

Verdicts
From a patient safety perspective, the verdicts with serious health outcomes are of particular interest to the tribunals, because in these cases the family physician deviated in his or her performance from clinical guidelines (a preventable patient safety incident occurred), which resulted in serious harm. Most of the negligence verdicts with serious health outcomes in our study were diagnosis related. Most diagnostic errors resulted in problems of inadequate history taking and physical examination. In general, verdicts with serious health outcomes were related to an acute and life-threatening illness (eg, myocardial infarction or stroke). Incidents related to inappropriate patient contacts, violation of privacy, or a wrong statement or declaration did not have serious health consequences for patients.

Missing a diagnosis does not directly result in a disciplinary law verdict, so when conducting an adequate physical examination, missing a diagnosis is often not cause for disciplinary action.11 Because of the characteristics of a family practice setting, the self-limiting nature of most diseases, and the accepted method of watchful waiting, many tests have a low predictive value. The essential purpose of the physical examination is to filter out life-threatening and serious diseases. For example, a family physician sees many patients with chest pain. It is impossible to refer every patient to the hospital for a cardiac checkup. The family physician has to determine which chest pain is of cardiac origin based on limited diagnostic features. With hindsight it may be sometimes easy to recognize the correct diagnosis, but such is not the case in daily care.16 Professional behavior primarily includes a thorough physical examination, weighing the signs and symptoms against the possibility of a serious disease.12 The tribunals in the Netherlands do not expect physicians to establish correct diagnoses for all their patients, but they do expect the use of a recommended physical examination and diagnostic tests whenever necessary.12

Comparison With Previous Research
Results of a study of disciplinary law verdicts on Dutch out-of-hours care were similar to those of our study: most negligence verdicts were related to a late or missed diagnosis and to an error in triage.17 Our study found fewer complaints of triage errors. Although not directly comparable, because most studies researched negligence claims, a 1998 study from California showed a different distribution of types of complaints. In the California study, there were more complaints of alcohol or drug abuse by health professionals, inappropriate patient contacts, and fraud.18 A negligence claims study involving British National Health System, however, also showed that the most common error in family practice was failure or delay in diagnosis.19 A few large studies have been conducted regarding malpractice claims. One study of 50,000 primary care claims showed negligence in 23% of the cases. The largest category was, again, an error in diagnosis. This study reported the same categories for which most of the complaints had been filed: myocardial infarction and malignancies.20 Comparison with disciplinary law verdicts and negligence claims is difficult because of the differences in systems.21

Lessons for Patient Safety
In a large-scale medical record review in the Netherlands, we found a 1-year prevalence of 5.8% for patient safety incidents with consequences affecting the involved patient.7 These incidents consisted mostly of minor health consequences, and no incidents related to death were found. Analysis of disciplinary verdicts may be more appropriate for identifying and analyzing incidents with serious health outcomes. The representativeness of disciplinary verdicts is unknown, however, as physicians were found to be at fault in only 37 cases with serious outcomes from approximately 120 million contacts with 10 million patients. On the one hand, the disciplinary verdicts reconfirm the importance of timely and comprehensive diagnostic procedures, particularly for patients with suspected life-threatening conditions. The threshold for hospital admission in the Netherlands is probably higher compared with countries that have less well-developed primary care systems. This higher threshold could constitute a potential safety risk, as the family physician must make clinical decisions with the aid of only a few diagnostic possibilities (eg, no radiographs, frequently no electrocardiograms). Potentially the development and implementation of quick tests, and additional test possibilities in family practice can help to improve diagnostic performance in primary care. On the other hand, risks cannot be avoided completely in real life, and the total number of complaints submitted to disciplinary tribunals was extremely low. More emphasis on patient safety also has its price in terms of undesirable medicalization and higher financial costs. Thus, the challenge is to find a balance between patient safety by performing additional procedures and a legitimate trust in the favorable prognosis of many health problems encountered in primary care.
Limitations
Every available method of researching patient safety incidents has its difficulties. The literature shows little overlap in the different methods used to document the prevalence of patient safety incidents. Prevalence of incidents cannot be calculated from this study because of the relatively small sample of disciplinary law verdicts and the few complaints researched. Currently the medical record review offers the best means of assessing the prevalence of patient safety incidents. The disciplinary law verdicts posted anonymously on the Internet provided considerable information on the verdict and the reasons for it; however, no other information, such as demographic characteristics of the family physicians (eg, sex, age, or practice location) or patients, could be retrieved. Hindsight bias could have occurred when reviewing these verdicts. Problems with communication played a part in many complaints. It is highly likely that many more serious patient safety incidents do occur, but they never lead to a disciplinary law complaint, a potential bias. Accordingly, this study cannot be used to measure the prevalence of incidents.

In this study, serious patient safety incidents were found that had not been detected by other methods, such as large-scale medical record review or incident reporting. The Dutch disciplinary system can be a useful system to file and learn from complaints, apart from a negligence claim system. It seems logical to include disciplinary law verdicts into studies to search and learn from patient safety incidents, because serious preventable incidents are described. Most incidents with serious health consequences were diagnosis related, therefore, more attention to diagnosis in family practice in patient safety programs could be useful.

To read or post commentaries in response to this article, see it online at http://www.annfammed.org/content/9/6/522.
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